Congratulations to the 2023–2024 Scholarship Recipients

The APMA Educational Foundation is proud to announce this year’s student scholars. A total of $405,200 was awarded to 229 third- and fourth-year students from the nine colleges of podiatric medicine. APMA is excited to once again offer first-generation and international students special recognition in our scholarship program.

Our deepest appreciation goes out to all the endowment benefactors who make these scholarship awards possible year after year. Their commitment to the future of the profession allows the foundation to support outstanding students with lifechanging financial assistance.

Below is a list of this year’s scholars.

**Arizona College of Podiatric Medicine at Midwestern University (AZCPM)**
- Sibella Campbell
- Supreet Dhillon††
- Elijah Goeglein*
- Zachary Goguen†
- Julio Hernandez Zuniga
- Maria Love
- Riley Moore
- Nitin Nanda
- Marc Rademaker
- Kabir Sidhu†
- Matthew Sieckert
- Summer Tran
- Joseph Zrucky

**Barry University School of Podiatric Medicine (BUSPM)**
- Sedra Abdrabbo
- Fouad Albadrasawi
- Jennifer Badette†
- John Berard
- Sarah Bergmann
- Rashika Budhathoki
- Valentina Clinton*
- Connor Desmond
- Amanda DeWitt
- Linda Do
- Benson Ebozue
- Daofca Fancillon
- Sabeeru Golaub
- Ismael Grau†
- Kylee Kato
- Christopher Mancini
- Elizabeth Mendez
- Brigitte Nguyen
- Ahmad Odeh
- Johan Ponce
- Ricardo Rodriguez
- Sydni Sears
- Muhammad Siddiqui
- Zaria St. Lawrence
- Ja’mese Wallace
- Stephen Weatherholtz

**KEY**
- *APMA-PICA Full Tuition Scholarship Candidate
- † First Generation Scholarship Recipient
- †† International Student Scholarship Recipient
College of Podiatric Medicine and Surgery at Des Moines University (DMU-CPMS)
Salam Abbad†
Mohamed Abdelgilil
Jared Bacardi
Madison Bennett
Stephani Cadar
Alejandra Castillo Mora
Scott Chanthongthip
Paula Evans*
Elizabeth Gajardo-Stitt
Tyler Gray
Lauren Juell

Dr. William M. Scholl College of Podiatric Medicine at Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science (SCPM)
Abigael Adediran
Rambod Aznavaleh*
Aaron Balduff
Alexa Bolden
Braden Brundage
Sean Busby
Emily Cao
Appolonia Chineme
Iqra Choudhry
Sonia Chuang
Roxana Cociu††
Elizabeth Cook
Austin Ellis
Erin Finn
Hussain Gittham
Carly Goehring

Ryan Knapp
Seth Krueger
Maria Pattschull
Erica Preblich
David Reil†
Gabriel Roberts
Mia Saunders
Peter Sorensen
Erin Spieth
Kyle Weiss
Jacqueline Williams

Henry Greenberg
Grant Grotelueschen
Davis Hendricks
Haley Johnson
Margaret Kimsey
Carol Kurth
Katia Leon
Emani Matthews†
Claudia Moreno Romero
Isabella North
Gil Paiz
Jay Patel
Elena Romund
Sweta Soni†
Emma Sorrentino
Yunsu Yu
Kent State University College of Podiatric Medicine (KSUCPM)
Paul Adeyemi*  
Lauren Adkins  
Alan Augdahl  
Harold Brabon  
Jordyn Buchanan  
Rebecca Cathey  
Megan Clark  
Sierra Clark  
Jonathan Cruz  
Kevin Curtis  
Josh Davis  
Cameron Dewey  
Natalie Diaz  
Katie Drees  
Morgan Eso  
Eric Flaherty  
Shawnda Henault  
Sophia Huynh  
Jordan Johnson  

New York College of Podiatric Medicine (NYCPM)
Opemipo Akin-Adejimi*  
Jennifer Augustin  
Stephanie Bogda  
Hu Li Chen  
Tyler Chen†  
Rebecca Cohen  
Marie Collins  
Taylor Furtado  
Emil Gulman  
Treloara Harrisson  
Nickolay Igdalov  
Demiana Ishak†  
Grant Kolsky  
Jessie Laffey  
Ksenja Llazar  
Edgar Lu  
Shivani Mahajan  

Sudharshana Priya Kanduri  
Dirk Krog  
Pitcha Lerttevasiri  
Drake Lohnes  
Tulsi Menaria  
Austen Miller  
Jose Nava†  
Rone Ohayon  
Olumide Oladeinde  
Marco Rovira  
Robert Scanlon  
Austin Slates  
Victoria Suggs  
Kuncharan Sunthararajah††  
Dillon Toler  
Kathlyn Underwood  
Yasmin Warrad†  
Nathan Wilson  

Sahil Mapkar  
Ellie McNeal  
Karin Messiha  
Debra Morris  
Tonyclinton Nweke  
George Omictin  
William Pacheco  
Sun Pak  
Faiyaz Rahman  
Julia Reczek  
Oren Sadeh  
Ryan Verano  
Mina Welsen  
Kenneth Wilhalme  
David Wu  
Kai Wui Ye  
Biao Zhang††
Samuel Merritt University College of Podiatric Medicine (SMUCPM)
Allison Anguren
Andrew Attia
Vishnupriya Bodempudi
Lynn-Indora Edmond
Miko Fogarty
Tina Javanbakht†
Natania Kapoor
Manmeet Kaur
Angel King
Olivia Ly
Abdulla Mahmood††
Christopher Overton
Maria Pena Felix†
Connor Thunshelle*

Temple University School of Podiatric Medicine (TUSPM)
Kavya Ajbani†
Hanna Alexander
Laine Angstadt
Bianca Boafo
Jeneen Elagha
Farid Elhadidy
Azeen Farahani
Mark Gabriel†
Tuyet Trinh Ho*
Muannah Hossain
Grace Jurgiel
Emily Kuta
Yong Sean Lee††
Timothy McDonald
Gladis Philip
Danica Pratta
Raisa Roberto
Miranda Royds
Annie Samuel
Palak Shah
Patrick Sullivan
Tara Sullivan

Western University of Health Sciences, College of Podiatric Medicine (WUCPM)
Jacob Abjelina
Marcus Alegria*
Nayeli Buenrostro†
Edward Chen
Tiffany Duarte
Robert Erickson
Negin Esmailzadeh
Marc Gonzales
Engy Hanna
Belinda Jimenez
Kielson Le
Sean Lee
Joshua Littig
Megan Lucavs
Jessica Mangaliag
Chanelle Mariano
Evyn Mirasol
Nathan Monesa†
Donya Rabadi
Camellia Russell
Savannah Santiago
Sarah Seo
Fraih Shahatit
Riley Thomas
Matt Tran
Harsh Varshney
Matthew Viramontes